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Two fundamental, world-shifting tendencies structure contemporary existence - rapid global urbanization and the dawning digital era. These two forces cause a multitude 
of other issues including global warming, increasing standardization and much else. Cities swarm across the landscape, fuelling demands for consumption and production. 
In 1900 only 10% of the world lived in cities. It was 50% by 2007 and is likely to be 75% by 2050¹.   (Australia leads the way - 89% of the population already inhabit cities). 
This is an unprecedented state in human history - as is the birth of the digital age. This too has created fundamental shifts in all aspects of human existence - none more 
so than the dislocating effect it has on our experience of space. One is ceaselessly both here and there - actual and virtual - simultaneously. 

It can all be a bit of worry - but it is also intoxicating, disorientating, breathtaking, beautiful and sometimes humorous. 

These paintings and ‘virtual photographs’ consider this unfolding world and its unprecedented urban and digital landscapes where virtual and actual landscapes are 
simultaneous; “as the virtual increasingly takes precedence over the actual, so Haley’s uncanny simulations blur the line between reality and representation.”²

Particular places are overwritten by generic, standardized spaces and a direct experience of nature, is no longer natural. Employing new computer technologies, including 
3D modelling and photogrammetry software, along with the traditional medium of paint; these works picture this changing world. While precisely rendered to echo the 
exactitude of contemporary conditions, these are not literal depictions of physical space, but are psychological and emotional evocations of how this new situation feels. 

Stephen Haley is a painter and digital media artist. He has an extensive exhibition history, both nationally and internationally, and has won a number of national art prizes for 
painting. Selected awards and research grants include an Australia Council’s New Work Grant, their LA Residency, an Arts Vic Project Grant and most recently the Rupert 
Bunny Fellowship 2016. Haley is also a writer and has been published in a wide range of forums. 

Since 1995, Haley has lectured at various Australian universities including the VCA, RMIT and Monash University in Art History, Theory and Studio Practice. Haley is currently 
a Senior Lecturer at the Faculty of the VCA MCM, University of Melbourne and was the Graduate Research Coordinator of the Master of Fine Arts (Visual Art) at the VCA 
for the last 8 years.

Stephen Haley is represented in Melbourne by [MARS] Gallery; by Artitled Gallery and Lumas Galleries in Europe.
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¹The Endless City, Urban Age project by London School of Economics and Deutsche Bank’s Alfred Herrhausen Society, Phaidon Press, London 2008 

² Lawrie, Simon: “Out of Place”, Catalogue Essay,  Stephen Haley: Out of Place, Survey Exhibition, McClelland Sculpture Park and Gallery, 2017. p 9
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7 James Street, Windsor, Victoria Australia 3181
T: +61 3 9521 7517 E: andy@marsgallery.com.au

www.marsgallery.com.au

01. 
Simmer City
2016, lightjet Photograph, 120 x 120 cm, edition of 5 +2 Artist proofs
$5,500 

02. 
Transcity
2017, lightjet Photograph, 120 x 120 cm edition of 5 +2 Artist proofs
$5,500 

03.
Worry World - Country
2017, oil on linen, 120 x 120 cm
$11,000

04.
Worry World - Town
2017, oil on linen, 120 x 120 cm
$11,000

PRICELIST

05
Take Away Way
2017, oil on linen, 137 x 183 cm
$13,500

06. 
Future Photo - Parliament House
2017, lightjet photograph, 24 x 40 cm, edition of 5 +2 Artist proofs
$1,800

07.
Future Photo - Aboriginal Embassy
2017, lightjet photograph, 24 x 40 cm, edition of 5 +2 Artist proofs
$1,800

08.
Future Photo - Academy of Science
2017, lightjet photograph, 24 x 40 cm, edition of 5 +2 Artist proofs
$1,800


